Fast Facts about Ridgeline/ Meadows 5k Trail

Trail length: 3.1 miles
Trail rating: moderate
Trail surface: Soft-surface single track trail and sidewalk.
Wildlife highlights: Rattlesnakes, bluebirds, deer, and rabbits

This trail has hills, varied terrain and spectacular vistas. Using the western portion of the much larger trail system at Ridgeline Open Space, look for both established markers and unmarked junctures to keep on the right track. Watch for snakes. Stewart Trail is popular with mountain bikers.

Start at Bison Park, turn right on Clear Sky Way then left on Conner Court to access the native surface trail to the top of the mesa. Follow rolling hills with an occasional steep, yet short, climb. The first marker is ‘G’. Bear left. At the next marker, ‘H’, go left again. This portion of the trail is flat and offers beautiful views of the Front Range mountains. At marker ‘I’ turn right. Expect several steep inclines before reaching an unmarked juncture. Turn left to return downhill. At the next unmarked juncture turn right where you will arrive at Zodiac Place and follow the sidewalk. Turn left on Clear Sky Way and return to Bison Park.

There is limited shade on this trail. Be aware of mountain bikers. Restroom facilities are at Bison Park.